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1. INTRODUCTION: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN PLANT MATERIAL AND REGIONAL GROUPINGS

Because of its importance for food security and food sovereignty,¹ the topic of intellectual property rights in agriculture has remained controversial. While proponents of intellectual property rights in agriculture point to the particularly strong needs for protection of commercial plant
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¹ For the differences between these concepts, see generally NORA McKEON, FOOD SECURITY GOVERNANCE: EMPOWERING COMMUNITIES, REGULATING CORPORATIONS (2015).
breeders due to the ease with which new varieties can be replicated,\(^2\) others express concerns about the loss of crop genetic biodiversity\(^3\) and the impact of intellectual property rights on traditional farming practices, including the saving and replanting of seeds.\(^4\) But while concerns about agricultural biodiversity and the quality and safety of food are universal, they are accompanied in developing countries by further environmental and social justice concerns due to the much larger share of agriculture in the national economy, a much larger rural population and the continuing importance of small scale and subsistence forms of agriculture in food supply.\(^5\)

Therefore, it is hardly surprising that developing countries, with very few exceptions prior to the WTO Agreement on Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), were not providing intellectual property protection for plant material and excluded plants from patent protection.\(^6\) Article 27.3.b. of the TRIPS Agreement changed this situation dramatically. It required WTO members to “provide for the protection of plant varieties either by patents or by an effective *sui generis* system or by any combination thereof.” Although this left considerable freedom to member states to design their own systems, the vast majority of developing countries adopted a system that closely follows the models provided by UPOV, the French acronym for the International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants.\(^7\) Further, although adoption of UPOV style plant variety protection rights did not require countries to become members of UPOV, many did join the Convention, whose membership expanded significantly after WTO TRIPS.\(^8\)

The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), a regional association of high-income, developing, and least-developed countries, has experienced these pressures, due to its diverse membership, in different ways. The WTO TRIPS Agreement stipulates different transition periods for developing and least-developed countries with regard to their

---

4. Cf. the sources in *Janis et al.*, supra note 2, at 3 n.8.
5. According to McKeon, *supra* note 1, at 3, small-scale producers are responsible for producing some 70 per cent of the food consumed in the world.
7. Antons, *supra* note 6, at 236. For reasons, see 236-237.
8. *Id.* at 237.
obligations. But while the WTO provides a list of least developed countries, it allows for self-identification as “developing” or “developed” country. This has led to controversies over the status of ASEAN countries Singapore and Brunei Darussalam, classified as “high income countries” by the World Bank, but remaining as “developing countries” in WTO terms. ASEAN is equally diverse when it comes to the importance of agriculture. According to World Bank data, the share of agriculture, forestry and fishing in national GDP of ASEAN members ranges from 0% and 1.2% in the high-income economies of Singapore and Brunei Darussalam to 22% and 22.4% in the least-developed countries Myanmar and Cambodia. In spite of this diversity of interests, ASEAN as a regional group has concluded numerous Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) with regional partners, which include provisions on intellectual property, including plant variety protection.

This article will explore this dynamic of overlapping national and regional initiatives and obligations. It will suggest that legislative changes are in accordance with the different income levels and economic structures of the countries, which follow development policy models that assume an inverse relationship between a nation’s per capita income and the size of its

15. The Asia Regional Integration Center of the Asian Development Bank lists 12 FTAs as “signed and in effect,” “negotiations launched,” or “proposed/under consultation and study.” See Free Trade Agreements, ASIA REG’L INTEGRATION CTR., https://aric.adb.org/fta-group (last visited Nov. 2, 2022). Not surprisingly, most FTAs “signed and in effect” were concluded with ASEAN’s most important regional trading partners: Australia, New Zealand, India, Japan, the People’s Republic of China and the Republic of Korea, a group referred to as ASEAN+6, in addition to an agreement with Hong Kong, China. For a detailed analysis see Thitapha Wattanaputtipaisan, The Topology of ASEAN FTAs, with Special Reference to IP-Related Provisions, in INTELL. PROP. AND FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION 109-152 (Christoph Antons & Reto M. Hilty eds., 2015).
rural population. It will adopt the current World Bank classification of ASEAN countries into high-income, upper and lower middle-income and low-income economies. It will demonstrate that in relation to agriculture and food security, countries do not always adopt policies and laws in accordance with their position in the pecking order of standard development models, but that local socio-economic and political concerns remain important and can lead to different results. It will also suggest that the development of a local seed and agro-chemical industry, which is usually stated as the policy goal behind legislative changes, will require more than simply adopting industry-friendly laws in fields such as intellectual property law. It will also involve trade-offs with environmental and social concerns, which countries may find impossible to ignore.

2. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN PLANT MATERIAL IN SMALL AND HIGH-INCOME COUNTRIES: SINGAPORE AND BRUNEI DARUSSALAM

Apart from being small and prosperous and being situated in a region of Malay-speaking sultanates, the city state of Singapore and the Islamic monarchy of Brunei Darussalam, at first sight, seem to have little in common. While Singapore is lauded as one of the world’s most competitive economies and strong in financial services, manufacturing and transportation, Brunei Darussalam relies on the oil and gas sector for over 50% of its GDP and imports nearly all of its manufactured products and about 80% of its food requirements. Reliance on food imports is even stronger in Singapore, where over 90% of the consumed food is imported. As a result, agriculture plays a minor role in the economy, contributing 1.2% to the national GDP of Brunei Darussalam and 0% to that of Singapore. Both countries’ interest in supporting and attracting research into agricultural input material rather than in conducting agriculture is reflected in the choice of their intellectual property tools for plant material. Double protection for such material under both patent and plant variety


laws has been allowed for UPOV members since a revision of the UPOV Convention in 1991 and in the industrialised countries these different intellectual property rights typically co-exist. A similar trend towards double protection under patents and plant variety legislation began in some developing countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America, after they concluded Free Trade Agreements with the United States, which either eliminated the choice of Article 27.3.b. TRIPS to impose a straightforward obligation to introduce patents or asked countries to “endeavour” to do so. The US-Singapore FTA of 2004 is one example of such an elimination of choice, although it merely consolidated an existing position in Singaporean patent law at that time. As a consequence of such developments and in accordance with the structures of their economies and their economic interests, both Singapore and Brunei Darussalam offer patent protection for plant material. This protection has been available in Singapore since 1994 and in Brunei Darussalam since the Patents Order of 2011.

Important differences in agricultural policies also become visible in the attitude of governments towards membership in UPOV. UPOV style plant variety rights had long been regarded as more farmer-friendly because of the so-called “farmers’ privilege” to save and reuse seeds from a protected variety. However, the 1991 revision of the UPOV Convention narrowed this privilege to the saving of seeds “within reasonable limits and subject to the safeguarding of the legitimate interests of the breeder.” It limited it to

21. Christoph Antons, Article 27(3)(b) TRIPS and Plant Variety Protection in Developing Countries, in TRIPS PLUS 20: FROM TRADE RULES TO MARKET PRINCIPLES 389, 395 (Hanns Ullrich et al., eds., 2016).
22. Id. at 394-395.
23. Rajeswari Kanniah & Christoph Antons, Plant Variety Protection and Traditional Agricultural Knowledge in Southeast Asia, 13 AUSTL. J. ASIAN L. 1, 3 (2012). Singapore was among the first countries to enter into negotiations with the United States on what became known as “TRIPS-Plus” standards. See Robert E. Lutz, Linking Trade, Intellectual Property and Investment in the Globalizing Economy: The Interrelated Roles of FTAs, IP and the United States, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION, 155, 166 (Christoph Antons & Reto M. Hilty, eds., 2015).
25. Id. at 343.
27. Aoki explains that the “farmers’ exemption” of the 1978 version of the UPOV Convention was implicit, because art. 5(1) limited the rights of plant breeders to only preventing the commercial exploitation of their varieties, see AOKI, supra note 3, at 65 n.24.
28. Int’l Union for the Prot. of New Varieties of Plants [UPOV], International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, art. 15 (2), UPOV Publication no: 221(E) (Mar. 19,
use of the saved seeds “for propagating purposes, on their own holdings” and declared it an “optional” exception.\textsuperscript{29} The 1991 version of the UPOV Convention further extended protection to “essentially derived” varieties\textsuperscript{30} and required new UPOV members to extend protection to fifteen plant genera or species immediately and to all plant genera and species within ten years.\textsuperscript{31}

Singapore is a member of the 1991 version of the UPOV Convention (hereinafter, UPOV 1991). Brunei Darussalam is not yet a member but is one of four ASEAN member states that have signed the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), concluded in 2018.\textsuperscript{32} As such, it is required under Article 18.7(2) to join UPOV once it ratifies the CPTPP. According to Jefferson,\textsuperscript{33} the UPOV Council reviewed the Brunei legislation in 2017 and found it in compliance with UPOV 1991. Indeed, both plant variety laws of Brunei and Singapore exceed the initial membership requirements of UPOV by immediately extending protection to all genera and species.\textsuperscript{34} Further, both restrict the seed saving privilege of Article 15 of UPOV 1991 by tying it to an express exemption of the genera or species within which the protected variety is classified.\textsuperscript{35}

3. UPPER-MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES WITH AMBITIONS IN BIOTECHNOLOGY: MALAYSIA AND THAILAND

Malaysia and Thailand are classified by the World Bank as upper middle-income economies, and this is reflected in the quite similar share of agriculture in national GDP of these two countries. With 8.2% in the case of Malaysia and 8.6% in the case of Thailand, it is significantly higher than that of Singapore and Brunei, but lower than the double-digit figures in the

\textsuperscript{29} JANIS ET AL., supra note 2, at 86-87.


\textsuperscript{31} 1991 UPOV Convention, supra note 28, art. 3.

\textsuperscript{32} The other ASEAN members of the CPTPP are Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam. Of these countries, Singapore and Vietnam have meanwhile ratified the CPTPP. \textit{See} D. J. Jefferson, \textit{Plant Breeders’ Rights Proliferate in Asia: The Spread of the UPOV Convention Model, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW AND PLANT PROTECTION: CHALLENGES AND DEVELOPMENTS IN ASIA} 12, 21 (K. Adhikari & D. J. Jefferson eds., 2020).

\textsuperscript{33} Jefferson, supra note 32, at 18.

\textsuperscript{34} Plant Varieties Protection Act, 2004, art. 4 (Sing.); Plant Varieties Protection Order, 2015, art. 4 (Brunei).

\textsuperscript{35} Plant Varieties Protection Act, art. 31(2); Plant Varieties Protection Order, art. 30(2).
rest of ASEAN. Both countries have ambitions in biotechnology research, with Thailand also envisaging a transition to “smart farming.” However, while investment promotion material stresses the industry friendly policies of the governments, an examination of the intellectual property laws related to plant material shows that there is still considerable concern about the traditional and small-scale farming sector. In their attempt to provide for the interests of emerging industries as well as traditional farmers, they are in fact more similar to the laws in the older lower-middle-income countries of Indonesia and the Philippines, which will be discussed in the subsequent section of this article, than to those in the high-income countries discussed in the previous section. In particular, all of these countries continue to exclude plants and animals, essentially biological processes for the production of plants and animals and plant and animal varieties from patentability. In addition, Thailand also excludes extracts from animals or plants.

Rather than offering double protection under patent and plant variety protection laws as Singapore and Brunei Darussalam, all the other ASEAN countries have chosen the *sui generis* option of Article 27.3.b. TRIPS, as the following analysis will show. India’s Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers’ Rights Act of 2001 has been often discussed in the literature as a model for other middle-income economies, which struggle to balance industrial ambitions with social and environmental concerns. Laws of this type usually create a two-tier registration system for local and new varieties with benefit-sharing funds and forms of compensation for the former. The state centred and relatively limited role of communities in such laws has been criticised, and it has been pointed out that the benefit sharing...
mechanisms of the Indian legislation do not seem to work.\textsuperscript{43} The tweaking of otherwise UPOV style plant variety protection principles in the interest of the traditional farming sector usually also means that such a legislation is no longer in conformity with UPOV 1991. UPOV reviewed the Malaysian Protection of New Plant Varieties Act 2004 in 2005 and recommended revisions of some provisions, if Malaysia wanted to join UPOV.\textsuperscript{44} If Malaysia ratifies the CPTPP, it will be required to join UPOV and, therefore, must revise its plant variety legislation.

While the Malaysian legislation is said to be inspired by the Indian model,\textsuperscript{45} it goes further and provides different registration requirements for local varieties. While new varieties must be “distinct, uniform and stable,” local varieties “bred or discovered by a farmer, local community or indigenous people” only need to be “new, distinct and identifiable.”\textsuperscript{46} The wording of this provision also shows that Malaysia is the only country in ASEAN to include indigenous people in national plant variety legislation. This is an important recognition of upland swidden forms of agriculture, which otherwise in government discourse, are too often described as destructive and separated from mainstream agriculture.\textsuperscript{47} Further, the Malaysian legislation is more generous than UPOV 1991 in defining the limits of the seed saving privilege. It allows “small farmers” not just the propagation by using the harvested material of a protected variety on their own holdings,\textsuperscript{48} and the exchange of “reasonable amounts” of propagating material, but also the sale of farm-saved seed, where small farmers cannot make use of it on their own holdings due to natural disaster or emergency or any other factor beyond their control, provided that not more seed material is sold than what is required on their own holdings.\textsuperscript{49}

\textsuperscript{43} Karine Peschard, \textit{Seeds Wars and Farmers’ Rights: Comparative Perspectives from Brazil and India}, 44 J. PEASANT STUD. 144, 154 (2016).


\textsuperscript{46} Protection of New Plant Varieties Act, 2004, section 14 (Malay.).


\textsuperscript{49} Id. section 31(1)(f).
The register of new varieties at the Malaysian Ministry of Agriculture shows that the vast majority of new variety registrations is held by foreign companies, followed by Malaysian public research institutes and universities and, finally, a few local companies and private individuals. The picture is different in the National Plant Varieties Register. According to Kanniah, this list constitutes an inventory established under Section 4(g) of the Act of in situ genetic resources “to award recognition to the breeder of the variety. To enable official identification of the sources of the country’s genetic resources, and to bolster the country’s genetic resource pool.” In the Register, there are farmers, local companies, universities, and government research institutions.

As Malaysia did, in 1999, Thailand also introduced a Plant Varieties Protection Act designed to accommodate not just commercial plant breeders, but also the concerns of farmers and conservationists. It also introduced a two-tier protection system with a second-tier protection for “local domestic plant varieties.” The Thai legislation has attracted much attention in the academic literature over the years. It appears, however, that regulations on the application and profit-sharing necessary to implement the “protection of local domestic plant varieties” have never been issued. As a consequence, there have been no registrations of local domestic plant varieties. The law also relies on an outdated and essentialising concept of “community” for the registration process by a sui juris person that is “commonly inheriting and passing over culture continually” and taking part in the conservation and development of the


52. Kanniah, supra note 44, at 82.

53. Id.

54. See generally Plant Variety Protection Act B.E. 2542, 1999 (Thai.).

55. Id. ch. IV.


57. See Gagné & Ratanasatien, supra note 56, at 314.

58. Lertdhamtewe & Jefferson, supra note 56, at 155; Gagné & Ratanasatien, supra note 56, at 315.
variety. The registration requires, among other matters, names of the members of the community and a description of the landscape with a concise map showing the boundary of the community and adjacent areas. The variety can only be registered if it exists exclusively “in a particular locality within the Kingdom.” Expectations of such rigid delineations contradict the fluidity of ethnic and geographic boundaries, the political nature and negotiating processes regarding ethnic identity, and the difficulties to neatly distinguish between forest-conserving tribal people in the uplands and biodiversity conserving farmers in the lowlands.

Even if a community was successful in registering a local domestic plant variety, it would need (for benefit sharing agreements with certain commercial users) the approval of the Plant Variety Protection Commission. The seed saving privilege is also modified in the case of government promoted new plant varieties—only three times the amount obtained from the harvest may be used in such cases. Analysts have further pointed out that a Plant Variety Protection Fund set up subsequent to a Government Regulation in 2011 has received only “modest income” from benefit sharing related to commercial use of “general domestic plant varieties” and “wild plant varieties.” As late as 2016, Gagné and Ratanasatien concluded that “there is still no money in the fund,” while Lertthamteew and Jefferson found in 2020 that “the extent to which disbursements from the Plant Varieties Protection Fund have actually benefitted farmers is unclear.” Although it appears that there has been no serious implementation of the sui generis aspects of the Thai Plant Variety Protection Act, the government has prepared a draft amendment legislation that, if enacted, will aim at harmonization with UPOV standards.

---

59. Plant Varieties Protection Act, B.E. 2542, 1999, section 44 (Thai.).
60. Id. Section 3.
62. Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, Becoming a Tribal Elder and other Green Development Fantasies, in ENVIRONMENTAL ANTHROPOLOGY: A HISTORICAL READER 393-422 (Michael R. Dove & Carol Carpenter, eds., 2008).
64. Plant Varieties Protection Act, section. 48 (Thai.).
65. Id. section 33.
66. Gagné & Ratanasatien, supra note 56, at 312, 315.
67. Id. at 315.
68. Lertthamteew & Jefferson, supra note 56, at 159.
69. Id. at 151-152; Noppanun Supasiripongchai, The Legal Protection of Breeder’s Rights for New plant varieties in Thailand: The Need for Law Reform Considering the International
4. LOWER MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES WITH VARYING APPROACHES TOWARDS SUI GENERIS PLANT VARIETY PROTECTION: INDONESIA, THE PHILIPPINES AND VIETNAM

ASEAN’s lower-middle-income countries are the most populous countries in the region. Significant clusters of industry around cities with very high urban density exist side-by-side with rural and densely forested areas. The share of agriculture in national GDP is again higher than in the countries discussed in the previous sections and accounts for 10.2% in the Philippines, 13.7% in Indonesia and 14.9% in Vietnam.70 Despite the similarities in the statistical data, there are important differences in history and development models between the ASEAN founding members Indonesia and the Philippines and the “socialist market economy” of Vietnam, which became the seventh ASEAN member in 1995. Indonesia and the Philippines are also founding members of the WTO, whereas Vietnam became a member in 2007 after several years of access negotiations, which included the submission of an action plan for the implementation of the WTO TRIPS Agreement.71 In the field of intellectual property protection for plant material, the lower middle-income country of Vietnam joined UPOV in 2006, as the only other ASEAN country besides high-income Singapore.72 Indonesia and the Philippines have so far not taken this step, but UPOV is influential in both countries providing technical advice and promoting the UPOV model of plant breeders’ rights protection.73 Both countries are also under pressure from provisions in Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) and Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) to either join UPOV or apply UPOV 1991 standards or modified standards.74

This pressure to join UPOV or apply UPOV standards stems in the case of Indonesia from the Japan-Indonesia EPA. It requires Indonesia only

---

70. Cf. WBG Value Added, supra note 14.
73. Kanniah & Antons, supra note 23, at 8-12; Rajeswari Kanniah & Christoph Antons, The Regulation of Innovation in Agriculture and Sustainable Development in India and Southeast Asia, in THE ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK OF ASIAN LAW 287, 295 (Christoph Antons, ed., 2017).
74. Antons, supra note 6, at 248-250.
to “endeavour” to become a UPOV member, but, significantly, adds in Article 116 an obligation to introduce UPOV 1991 standards. The same obligation was more recently included in the Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA) between Indonesia and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) with its member countries Iceland, Norway, Liechtenstein, and Switzerland. In this agreement, concluded in 2018, the parties agree to comply with the substantive provisions of the 1991 UPOV Act. The obligation is modified, however, by a footnote reserving the rights of Indonesia to protect its local plant varieties. This reservation concerns Article 7 of the Indonesian Plant Variety Protection Act of 2000, which provides that “local varieties owned by the community shall be under the control of the state.” An implementing Government Regulation of 2004 makes it plain that the purpose of the provision is the protection of Indonesia’s agricultural heritage and genetic resources rather than the establishment of community intellectual property rights. The Government Regulation empowers the Governor of a province, Mayor of a city or, where a variety is spread over several provinces, the Plant Variety Registration Office in the Ministry of Agriculture to represent the community and register the variety on its behalf. Potential users of such a local variety, who want to produce an essentially derived variety, then have to come to an agreement with these authorities. Compensation for the community “can” be included in such agreements. If it is included, authorities have a broad discretion to use it for broadly worded purposes of raising the prosperity of the community, conservation of the local variety and conservation of genetic resources in the locality.

76. Id. art. 116.
79. Kanniah & Antons, supra note 23, at 16 (pointing out that the Indonesian term “milik masyarakat” is subject to interpretation and can refer to “community property” as well as “public ownership”).
81. Id. art. 9(4) and (10).
82. Id. art. 10; see also Christoph Antons, Legal and Cultural Landscapes: Cultural and Intellectual Property Concepts, and the ‘Safeguarding’ of Intangible Cultural Heritage in
Besides “local varieties” (varietas lokal), Indonesian law also regulates “varieties resulting from plant breeding” (varietas hasil pemuliaan). Different from the community-owned local varieties, these are varieties that have been developed by private or public breeders. They are also different from “new varieties” under Indonesia’s Plant Variety Protection Act and do not meet the criteria for registration, but they can nevertheless be useful for propagating purposes in the development of new varieties. The Plant Variety Protection Centre maintains a separate list of these “varieties resulting from plant breeding.” Users of this material for further breeding are expected to conclude an agreement with the registered owners, which, again, “can” include compensation. Most prominent on this list are government research centres, followed by private domestic and foreign companies as well as universities and university departments.

Among the major aims of the plant variety protection legislation, according to the preamble, are the development of new and superior seed varieties, encouragement of the growth of the seed industry and compliance with international conventions. With regards to the latter, the main concern at the time of introducing the legislation was to meet the WTO TRIPS deadline for compliance with that agreement. However, the government’s explanatory memorandum accompanying the preamble also mentions the UN Convention on Biological Diversity and the UPOV Convention. The mentioning of UPOV already at this stage is surprising, given that TRIPS does not require UPOV membership or UPOV conforming legislation. It confirms the model character of the various alternatives under the UPOV Convention. The development of superior seed varieties prior to the plant variety legislation would have been a matter for public research institutions and universities. More recently, the plant variety protection office has been celebrating the success of the new legislation by pointing to 506 registrations, the second highest number in

---

83. Government Regulation of 2004, supra note 80, art. 1 No. 8 and Chapter IV.
84. Id. Elucidation on art. 16 (1) (2004).
85. Id. arts. 13, 14.
86. Id. art. 16.
87. Plant Variety Protection Act, No. 29 of 2000, Preamble (b), (c), and (d), Gov’t Gazette of the Rep. of Indon. 4043 (Indon.) [hereinafter PVP].
88. See id. under (c).
89. See id. under (e).
90. See id. Government Explanation of the Plant Variety Protection Act, under I. General.
ASEAN after Vietnam.\textsuperscript{91} As Kanniah has pointed out, however, the high number of private domestic companies among the registrants could be explained by the fact that “in Indonesia, many international companies have domestic subsidiaries or local joint venture partners.”\textsuperscript{92} This is indeed easy to follow in the case of companies on the register, which are clearly subsidiaries of a foreign multinational\textsuperscript{93} or which publicise their ownership and group structures on their websites.\textsuperscript{94} In other cases, it is more difficult, but research shows a strong presence of foreign invested companies on the register,\textsuperscript{95} with domestic companies and government research institutes not far behind, as well as some universities and private individuals. Horticultural varieties are regulated separately and have their own register. Law No. 13 of 2010 on Horticulture includes some controversial restrictions on foreign ownership in the domestic horticulture market.\textsuperscript{96} A World Bank funded study of 2017 found that foreign multinationals accounted for 70\% of the seed sale in this sector in Indonesia; it also pointed out, however, that this domination did not apply universally and that in some commodities, a domestic company was dominant.\textsuperscript{97}

The Indonesian Plant Variety Protection Act includes a broadly worded seed privilege in Article 10(1) allowing for the use of a portion of the harvest if it is not for commercial purposes. This is narrowed in the government explanatory memorandum to the provision as referring to “the individual activities particularly those of small farmers for their own needs.”\textsuperscript{98} Not included is further distribution for the benefit of a group. A

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{92} Kanniah, supra note 44, at 79.
\item \textsuperscript{95} Antons & Blakeney, supra note 39.
\item \textsuperscript{96} Kanniah, supra note 44, at 80.
\item \textsuperscript{98} Elucidation of the PVP Act, supra note 90, Art. 10 (1)(a).
\end{itemize}
revision of the plant variety protection legislation is currently being debated in the Indonesian parliament.99

The Philippines is not a member of the CPTPP and has largely avoided stringent obligations regarding intellectual property in plant material in its FTAs and EPAs. An exception is the agreement concluded with the EFTA countries in 2016.100 In an annex on intellectual property protection, it gives parties the choice to join UPOV or comply with a list of specified standards, which, with some modifications, are the UPOV 1991 standards. The willingness of the Philippines to agree to such standards is unsurprising. Already in 2007, UPOV had examined the Philippines Plant Variety Protection Act of 2002 and found it largely in conformity with UPOV 1991.101 One important exception to this conformity is a broadly worded seed saving privilege, which allows also for the sale of the material for reproduction and replanting in farmers’ own land, unless a sale is for reproduction under a commercial marketing agreement.102

Similar to Thailand, the Philippines legislation introduced a Gene Trust Fund “to be administered by the Board, for the benefit of bona fide organizations or institutions managing and operating an accredited gene bank.”103 The NGO SEARICE (Southeast Asia Regional Initiatives for Community Empowerment) had helped farmer organisations to establish community seeds banks and registries, which are encouraged under Section 72 of the legislation. The NGO regarded the Gene Trust Fund, however, as “a radical departure from the original concept of community gene/seed banks” finding it limited to supporting “the gene banks of the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), the Philippine Rice Research Institute (PhilRice), other public research institutions and private entities that operate accredited gene banks.”104 Kanniah concluded in her survey of the major users of the system that “the Filipino PVP system has been used prolifically

103. See An Act to Provide Protection to New Plant Varieties, Section 71; see also Kanniah, supra note 44, at 75.
by private domestic and foreign companies,” with Pioneer Hi-Bred, for example, controlling a significant portion of the seed market for corn.105

Vietnam is among the four ASEAN country members of the CPTPP, which came into force in Vietnam in January 2019. As a consequence, it most recently amended its Law on Intellectual Property of 2005, which includes the protection of plant varieties in Part Four,106 to bring the legislation into accordance with its obligations under the CPTPP.107 However, the plant variety part required no changes. Vietnam’s plant variety legislation with a narrow seed saving privilege, confined to “individual households for self-propagation and cultivation in the next season on their own land areas”108 has conformed to UPOV 1991 for a long time and Vietnam became a UPOV member in 2006. Given the efforts of UPOV to extend its model to other ASEAN countries109 and the strong interest of the seed industry in the ASEAN market, it is unsurprising that Vietnam has become a model for those advocating stronger plant variety protection systems and a subject for heated debates about Vietnam’s experience with NGOs focusing on the ecological effects of commercial farming and the plight of small-scale farmers. A UPOV initiated and funded study points to a steep increase in the number of applications and plant breeders’ rights titles issued, the strong performance of domestic breeders in this context and the shift from the public to the private sector.110 It attributes increased yield and productivity, increased income of farmers and the overall economic performance of Vietnam to the country’s UPOV membership. Claims in such studies are critically analysed in a research paper published by the NGO SEARICE,111 which regards the “complex interaction of various interventions by the government which evolved over time” rather than the plant variety protection law as crucial for Vietnam’s

105. Kanniah, supra note 44, at 83.
agricultural development. The shift from the public to the private sector is due to public R&D institutions being mandated to apply for PVP certificates and seek private funding, thereby facilitating technology transfer to seed companies. The dominance of local applicants is confined to rice, while foreign applications dominate with regards to other crops. In comparison with foreign applications, almost twice as many domestic ones are subsequently cancelled. The heavy focus on rice could threaten R&D on other crops in Vietnam.

5. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN PLANT MATERIAL IN ASEAN’S LOW-INCOME ECONOMIES: CAMBODIA, LAO PDR AND MYANMAR

ASEAN’s low-income countries are the association’s most recent members, with the Lao PDR and Myanmar joining in 1997 and Cambodia in 1999. They are also classified as least-developed countries (LDCs) by the United Nations and the WTO. As LDCs, they are exempted from applying the provisions of the TRIPS Agreement other than Articles 3, 4 and 5. This exemption was originally for a transitional period of ten years, but the TRIPS Council was authorised in Article 66 of TRIPS to grant extensions to this period. In June 2021, WTO members agreed to extend the transitional period for LDCs for a third time to July 1, 2034.

While Myanmar is a WTO founding member, Cambodia and the Lao PDR joined more recently, in 2004 and 2013 respectively. The share of agriculture, forestry, and fishing in the national economy in these low-income economies is again higher than in the lower middle-income group discussed in the previous section. It reaches from 16.2% of GDP in the Lao PDR to 22% and 22.4% in Myanmar and Cambodia respectively.

Although not obliged to exercise the choice of Article 27.3.b. of TRIPS due to their LDC status, all three countries have introduced sui generis plant variety legislation and excluded plant material from patentability. In their exclusion provisions, Cambodia and the Lao PDR rely on the TRIPS baseline of “plants and animals other than micro-organisms, and essentially
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biological processes for the production of plants or animals other than non-biological and microbiological processes.” 120 The Lao PDR intellectual property law excludes in addition also “living organisms or parts of living organisms that exist in nature.” 121 Myanmar enacted a Patents Act in 2019 with a different and rather detailed provision excluding besides “biological production processes mainly used for growing plants or rearing animals, except non-biological and microbiological production processes” also “plants and organisms which include all organism and plant species, DNA—including complementary DNA sequences, cells, cell lines, cell cultures and seeds, including whole or part of organisms and biological materials found in nature, with the exception of man-made microbiological organisms.” 122

While all three countries have opted for plant variety protection laws, their form and level of UPOV compliance differs. The Lao PDR protects plant varieties as part of a general intellectual property law 123 and Cambodia combines plant breeders’ rights protection with seed management. 124 Myanmar enacted a Plant Variety Protection Act in 2016, which had been assessed as conforming to UPOV standards. 125 It was replaced in 2019 by a new Act meant to further integrate the legislation with the UPOV 1991 system. 126 This is evident from references to other “members of UPOV” in parts of the new legislation. 127 The Lao PDR and Cambodia introduced plant variety protection laws earlier, partly as a result of WTO accession negotiations, which founding member Myanmar did not have to go through. 128 Although largely modelled on UPOV 1991, 129 both laws include provisions on the seed saving privilege, which refer for details to implementing regulations by the Ministry of Science and Technology in
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the case of the Lao PDR\textsuperscript{130} and to joint regulations by the Ministry of Industry, Mines and Energy and the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery in the case of Cambodia.\textsuperscript{131} It seems doubtful that UPOV would accept the regulation of this important exception in administrative regulations, if the two countries would seek to join UPOV. The Lao PDR also maintains its flexibility with regards to the genera and species to which the law applies, which the government will notify separately.\textsuperscript{132}

6. CONCLUSION: THE FUTURE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN PLANT MATERIAL IN THE ASEAN COUNTRIES

The expansion of intellectual property rights in plant material in the ASEAN countries started over two decades ago, when those countries that were WTO members at the time were exercising their choices under Article 27.3(b) of TRIPS with regard to patent protection and \textit{sui generis} plant variety legislation. Other factors pushing all ASEAN members further in this direction since then have been obligations under Free Trade and Economic Partnership Agreements, the accession negotiations for latecomers to the WTO as well as ambitions to establish domestic seed industries and to shift some of the agricultural R&D from the public to the private sector and attract foreign investment in this context. Although there has been a general pattern of expansion,\textsuperscript{133} it has been uneven and at different paces, depending on the socio-economic conditions of each country and the balance it seeks to find in the encouragement of R&D between private sector R&D, public research institutions and farmers as consumers of the resulting technologies, but also in their traditional role as plant breeders in their own rights.\textsuperscript{134} At the same time as governments have been pondering such questions, there has also been much activism opposed to intellectual property rights in seeds and other agricultural input material.\textsuperscript{135} The activism influenced the adoption by the UN General Assembly of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and
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other people working in rural areas.\textsuperscript{136} It also successfully initiated a debate on “food sovereignty” rather than “food security,”\textsuperscript{137} opposing industry and yield focused policies from a human rights, environmental and consumer protection perspective.

While such debates may be less relevant for a small and wealthy high-tech focused country such as Singapore, they are relevant to the balancing acts in most of the other countries between high-tech and industry ambitions and the need to provide for still rather large rural populations. The disruption of agricultural supply chains due to the COVID-19 crisis has led to great hardship for the urban poor and for farmers, in particular in developing countries.\textsuperscript{138} Developing countries have also been unimpressed with the lack of support from leading pharmaceutical producer countries for a proposal by India and South Africa for a waiver of the obligation of WTO members to implement certain sections of the TRIPS Agreement in relation to prevention, containment or treatment of COVID-19\textsuperscript{139} and, more generally, the refusal to share vaccines and vaccine technology more widely and effectively.\textsuperscript{140} Renewed concerns about local research and manufacturing capacity in the pharmaceutical sector\textsuperscript{141} may influence debates about local capacity related to agricultural technology and input material.

Some twenty years after the introduction of intellectual property rights in plant material the registries show that the range of owners in many countries include multinational as well as emerging domestic companies, besides public sector research agencies, universities, and some individuals. Several countries are currently reviewing their plant variety protection laws.
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In Indonesia, legislative proposals submitted during the previous sitting period of the Indonesian parliament show the continuing attempts to develop a local plant breeding industry and to accommodate the interests of farmers and local environmental conditions at the same time. A detailed legislative proposal of the Regional Representative Council (Dewan Perwakilan Daerah) mentions in the elucidation as one of the reasons for the proposed amendments that the current law adopts the UPOV provisions with too little consideration for the conditions in Indonesia. It foresees a strong role of the government at various levels in the implementation of the law and in the administration of local varieties. The draft law also contains a provision on the seed saving privilege, to allow for research and plant breeding activities and use by various levels of government for food and medicine supply, provided the economic interests of the right holder are taken into account. The provision is placed, somewhat confusingly, in the chapter on criminal sanctions, thus possibly restricting its impact to that of a defence against criminal charges only. Legislative proposals like the one in Indonesia show, however, the concern about local environmental conditions, the remaining role of public sector research and the plight of farmers. This balancing act between public interest and private industry considerations is common to most ASEAN countries and it may slow down, for the time being, the further expansion of UPOV 1991 conform laws in the region, in spite of the pressures from bilateral and regional FTAs and EPAs.
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